Case Study
Landing Pages versus Direct-to-Donate Page

Marketing Challenge
LDMI wanted to test which approach led to
more conversions for an International Non-Profit
(INP) client. In this test we measured
conversions as completed donations. The two
approaches were:
1. Send email recipients who clicked on an
email link directly to the donation page for the
INP where the only choice was to fill out a
donation form.
vs.
2. Send email recipients who clicked an email
link to a landing page - This page contained copy
and images that mirrored the email and a donate
button, which then led to the donation page.

Methodology
One email always included a direct ask for
donations while the other was an e-newsletter
with either a soft-ask or no-ask. Like the direct
mail fundraising letter, the direct ask email
describes a project the INP is working on, why
they are in need of help, and how the donor can
help:
For our test we emailed donors for whom we
had email addresses. All donors in the test
received the same email: Here are some
important features of the email:
1. It was personalized.
2. There were several hyperlinks with clear
calls-to-action.
3. There was a clear, hyperlinked, “Donate”
Button.

The email was based on a successful Direct Mail
fundraising letter that we edited to use as a direct
ask email. The direct ask email was one of two
emails sent each month for this client.

***This case study is based on a test for an LDMI client. Their name and images have been replaced for their privacy.
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Once any recipient of the email (shown above)
clicked on a link, we sent 50% to a landing page
and the other 50% directly to a donation page.
Both are shown on the next page.
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The landing page group was directed to a page similar to the one below that mirrored
the content of the email.

The donation page group was directed to a donation processing page branded for
the non-profit, similar to the one below.
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Results
In every instance those who were sent first to the landing page beat the
group sent directly to the donation page. In every instance, the landing
page group brought in BOTH more donations and larger average gifts.
In our test, the direct-to-landing-page group gave 223% more donations
than the direct-to-donation-page group. The direct-to-landing-page
group also had 202% higher average gift than the direct-to-donation-page
group.
The test continued over the next couple of months and had similar
results.
Conclusions
LDMI determined that our clients raise more money by sending email
responders first to a landing page and then to a donation page versus
direct to a donation page.
We believe that Landing Pages give donors more information to make a
decision to donate, which correlates to our findings that longer letters
work better than short.
Our results are somewhat contrary to the “reduce the clicks a visitor has
to make to complete a donation” mantra BUT our results are convincing.
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